
Before the App:
Building a Sound Mobile Strategy
Employees’ expectations of being able to work from anywhere, and customers’ expectations of having 
instant access to and responses from your company, are becoming nearly ubiquitous. Most enterprises find 
that they must embrace and enable mobile computing for their employees and customers if they wish to 
maximize employee productivity and maintain security in a bring-your-own-device (BYOD) world, as well as 
remain competitive in a mobile-friendly marketplace.

Is your enterprise considering building a business app? If so, build a sound mobile strategy first. Before 
you write a single line of code, know:

  •  What business problem(s) the app will solve.

  •  What kinds of devices and operating systems you’ll support.

  •  Who your target audience is.

  •  How you’ll ensure security on multiple levels.

  •  How you’ll measure the app’s performance.

  •  Who has the skills needed to create the app.

Good mobile strategy is not a one-size-fits-all solution. Much depends on who the users are, what their pain 
points have been, and how your app will serve their needs. Once you have established the basics of your 
mobile strategy, you’ll need to develop a well-considered plan for the user experience (UX) of your app. UX 
involves not just design and aesthetic considerations of the user interface, but also navigation and workflow 
along with app performance (speed, reliability, etc.).

If you fail to establish a sound mobile strategy before developing your app, you risk launching a tool that 
users ultimately reject. To avoid such a costly mistake, spend the time upfront, before the app is built, to 
research and deeply understand the intended users and the business problem you are trying to solve.

BYOD: The Omnipresence of Mobile Devices
Ninety percent of American adults own cell phones, and 63 percent use their phones to go online.1 Almost 
all mobile users have their mobile devices on them 24 hours per day, seven days per week. That means 
you have instant and ready access to your employees and customers. Likewise, your employees and 
customers expect instant information and responses from your company. Mobile is where your customers, 
employees, partners, and vendors are. You need to be where they are to connect effectively and remain 
competitive in the mobile space.
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And then there’s BYOD.  Employees are bringing their devices to work, and many wish to use them for 
work. Customers have become accustomed to being able to perform virtually any transaction on their 
mobile devices, from banking to shopping to making customer service requests. Customers may even 
choose the products and services they consume based on the ease of interacting with a company while 
mobile. Anything users can do on a desktop or laptop, they expect to be able to do on a mobile device just 
as quickly and easily.

This means customers and partners are now driving companies’ mobile strategy decision-making to a very 
large degree. Consequently, the impetus for going mobile is actually more likely to come from marketing 
than from the IT department. Marketing departments are responsible for recognizing trends, knowing where 
the customers are, and understanding how to get attention. It makes sense for mobile strategy to come 
largely from marketing.

Five Key Components of a Successful Mobile Strategy
Here are the main steps to building a successful enterprise mobile strategy:

1.  Set the business goal(s) for your mobile solution. Align mobile technology with your business   
     goals, and stay focused on maintaining this alignment throughout the development and   
     deployment processes.

2.  Determine your device management policies and process. Whether devices are BYOD or supplied 
     by the enterprise, know how you plan to ensure proper data security. Also, decide upfront which 
     devices (tablets, smart phones) and operating systems (iOS, Android, Windows) you will support. 
     Note that supporting multiple devices and operating systems can create functionality and 
     appearance issues, as it is challenging to create an interface that works well on screens of varying 
     sizes and operating systems. 

3.  Know your target audience. Do research to understand the demographics—their relative ages, 
     culture(s), education levels, aesthetic preferences, and so on. Plan your app’s UX to serve this 
     particular population’s needs, expectations, and behaviors. Understanding your end-users is 
     absolutely essential to your app’s success. Users typically make a decision about an app within 10 
     seconds of opening it. Many users will download an app, use it once and never again. To avoid 
     user rejection, do your homework before you design or code.

4.  Make a plan to address security on multiple levels. You’ll need to build in data security at both the 
     device level and the network level to protect the company’s and customers’ data. If it’s an 
     employee app, create a plan to train staff on security protocols and accountability for helping to 
     maintain data security.

5.  Decide how you’ll measure the app’s performance after it’s deployed. You can’t update and maintain   
     the app appropriately if you don’t have metrics that give you insight into user behaviors. Moreover, 
     you’ll want to quantify whether your mobile solution is providing an adequate return on investment.
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Other factors you should consider before you build an app include identifying in-house staff with the 
expertise to perform some or all of the planned development, and then allocating resources for ongoing 
maintenance and updates of the app. If you do not have the in-house expertise to create an effective 
mobile strategy, develop an enterprise app, and maintain it long-term, you may want to consider hiring 
experts in enterprise mobile solutions to assist you with the process.

Common Mistakes and Pitfalls
The most common mistake companies make in their mobile approach is to simply take an existing website 
or portal and attempt to translate it directly to the mobile environment. This is an ineffective strategy 
because full websites are generally developed to be functionality-rich and content-heavy. Mobile strategy 
should be focused on the opposite idea; mobile apps are driven primarily by usability, not functionality or 
volume. Your mobile strategy should focus on the fastest and most efficient delivery of the information your 
users are seeking or are trying to give you. In that sense, UX/UI takes precedence in mobile development. 
The user experience must be fast, intuitive, and smooth in order to attract and retain users.

Another common mistake companies make is to try to incorporate too many purposes or functions into a 
single app. If an app’s purpose is unclear or its navigation is difficult or confusing, users quickly become 
frustrated and abandon the app. It is far better to develop multiple apps with specific, relatively narrow 
purposes and functions than to try to make one catch-all solution for several business problems. For 
example, enterprise employees would be more likely to use an HR app for their benefits management, a 
separate payroll app for tracking their income, and another app for their sales activities. It is easier to open 
a single app for a specific purpose than to try to navigate among very different functions on a tiny screen. 
Creating several smaller apps also helps with security management as it becomes easier to isolate a data 
breach to one area.

SevenTablets is a full-spectrum B2B mobility solutions provider that leverages reusable components to deliver a quality 
solution that balances strategy, design, and implementation at a mid-market-friendly price point. With our deep 
understanding of all things mobile, we can rapidly develop engaging, secure enterprise mobile apps in the context of a 
solid mobile strategy. Visit www.SevenTablets.com to find out how SevenTablets can help your business go mobile.
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1  Pew Research, Mobile Technology Fact Sheet, Accessed July 27, 2014.

http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/mobile-technology-fact-sheet/

